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We provide a basis for the weight spaces of certain polynomial representations of 
the general linear group introduced by G. James. Then we determine the minimum 
distance of those weight spaces which have highest error correction capabilities 
among all the studied weight spaces and derive a new class of completely majority- 
logic decodable linear codes. Finally, we show that binary Reed-Muller and 
Simplex codes also occur as weight spaces. © 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Young's rule and the standard basis theorem for Specht modules can be 
deduced both by studying a class of submodules of the permutation 
module for a partition 2, which is spanned by all 2-tabloids, containing the 
Specht module for 2 at the one and the permutation module for 2 at the 
other end [3, 17.4]. James has proved that every such module has a basis 
whose elements are labelled by 2-tableaux which are standard inside a 
certain region of diagram [2]. 
On the other hand, polynomial representations of the general inear 
group or subgroups thereof can be constructed by considering vector 
spaces spanned by tabloids with repeated entries [2; 3, 26.4]. For this, 
James has constructed for certain (improper) partitions e linear maps from 
the permutation module for 2 onto the linear space, spanned by all 
)~-tabloids of content e. The homomorphic mages turn out to be e-weight 
spaces of certain polynomial representations of the general inear group 
[-2, 4.8]. 
In the following we extend James' result and prove that every such 
e-weight space has a basis whose elements are labelled by 2-tableaux of 
content e which are standard inside a certain region of diagram [2] (see 
Theorem 3). Our approach adopted is characteristic-free. 
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Then we study error correction properties of some of these weight spaces. 
Note that Liebler I-6] has provided a lower bound on the number of parity 
checks for Specht modules by an interesting characteristic-free m thod. 
However, these results cannot be straightforwardly applied to the weight 
spaces considered here, since the latter are in general modules over Hecke 
algebras [2, 6.1]. Therefore, reasonably arge automorphism groups (in the 
sense of coding theory) of the studied weight spaces are generally 
unknown. 
The basis of this work is the operation of a (canonical) Young subgroup 
S~ on the set of sequences of a common type 2. This leads to an alternative 
formulation of the work of James [3] and is introduced in Section 2. In 
Section 3, we provide basic properties of so-called standard S:orbits. 
In particular, Theorem2 extends a result on sequences proved by 
James [3, 15.101 to S:orbits of sequences. We show in Section 4 that the 
weight spaces introduced by James [3] possess a basis whose elements are 
labelled by certain standard orbits. 
In Section 5 we determine the minimum distance of those weight spaces 
which have highest error correction capabilities among all the studied 
weight spaces. Finally, we derive a new class of completely one-step 
majority-logic decodable linear codes in Section 6. These codes are weight 
spaces associated with partitions into two parts or hook partitions. It 
appears that weight spaces associated with partitions into two parts have 
better error correction properties than weight spaces associated with parti- 
tions into more than two parts [ 1 ]. Table I provides a comparison between 
some of the new codes and some classical majority-logic decodable codes. 
TABLE I 
A List of Codes S za'~ Compared with Classical Binary Codes (RM, Shortened Reed-Muller GF(2) 
Code; EG, Euclidean Geometry Code; PG, Projective Geometry Code; HC, Hamming Code) 
S,t,2,~ Classical codes Gel2) 
Number of ortho- 
(n, k, d) gonalization steps Type (n, k, d) 2 
(63,57,3) HC (67,55,4) (18,2) (10,11° ) 
(85,68,5) 2 PG (79,66,4) (48,2) (39,111 ) 
(127,120,3) HC (121,105,4) (18,2) (6,114 ) 
(255,231,5) 3 EG (254,231,4) (48,2) (29,121 ) 
(511,502,3) 4 RM (529,496,4) (48,2) (19,131 ) 
(1023,1013,3) 4 RM (1036,990,4) (48,2) (6,144 ) 
(63,42,7) 2 RM (64,35,8) (17,3) (14,17) 
(127,99,7) 5 RM (130,84,8) (47,3) (42,18) 
(341,195,21) 2 PG (386,210,16) (31,4) (26,19 ) 
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Note that the illustrated classical codes have slightly better parameters n,k, 
and d, but are not one-step decodable! The framework for majority-logic 
decodable codes is due to Massey [8]. In particular, majority-logic 
decodable codes share an extremely fast decoding procedure. Finally, we 
illustrate that binary Reed-Muller and Simplex codes also occur in our 
class of weight spaces. 
The author thanks Professor Gordon James, Professor Aldabert Kerber, 
and the referee for helpful comments and Uli Eidt for implementing the 
parity checks sums for the codes in Theorem 5. 
2. BACKGROUND 
We partly adopt the notation of James [3]. However, we represent 
tabloids as sequences; the advantage of this representation becomes 
apparent in Section 6. 
Let n be a positive integer. The symmetric group Sn on the set { 1 ..... n } 
acts on the set of n-tuples of positive integers by place permutation, i.e., for 
every i=( i l  .... ,in) andn~Sn:  
(il, ..., i~)n = (i0)~, .... i(n)~). 
Each orbit {is ] n ~ Sn} of this action is finite. If we think of i as a function 
from { 1 ..... n } into the set of positive integers, we can associate with / an 
(improper) partition e(/) of n: 
c¢(/) := (1i-i(1)[, 1i-1(2)1, ...). 
In this way we obtain a one-to-one correspondence b tween the orbits of 
the action of Sn on the set of n-tuples of positive integers and the set of 
(improper) partitions of n, given by {/n [ neS ,}  ~-+c~(/). In the following, 
we call _/a sequence of type c~(i). 
We now follow James [-3, 15.2] to define the quality of the components 
in any sequence/: 
1. All l's in / are good. 
2. A t + 1 in / is good if the number of previous good t's is strictly 
greater than the number of previous good (t + 1)'s. Otherwise this t + 1 is 
called bad. 
Clearly at any t + 1 occuring in / ,  the number of previous good t's is at 
least the number of previous good ( t+ 1)'s. Moreover, a t+ 1 in _/is bad 
if and only if the number of previous good t's equals the number of 
previous good (t+ 1)'s. 
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Now let 0~<fi~<n. If 2 # is a partition of ~ and 2 any (improper) 
partition of n such that 27 ~<2~ for all s, then (2 #, 2) is called a pair of 
partitions for n [3, 15.5]. For any pair (2 #, 2) of partitions for n, s(2 #, 2) 
denotes the set of all sequences of type 2 in which for each t, the number 
of good t's is at least 2~. We write 0 for the partition of 0, so that s(0, 2) 
is the set of all sequences of type 2. Since all l's in a sequence are good, we 
may put 2~ :=21. For instance, if 2= (3, 2) then s((3, 1), 2) is the union 
of {12211, 21112, 21121, 21211} and s(2, 2) = {11122, 11212, 11221, 12112, 
12121}; we write sequences without commas and parentheses as long as 
there is no danger of confusion. 
We denote tableaux by capital etters and allow them to have repeated 
entries. For this, we say that tableau T has content # if for every p, the 
number p occurs #p times in T [-4, p. 89]. (Since every 2-tabloid is an 
equivalence class of 2-tableaux under row equivalence, we also speak of 
2-tabloids of content e.) 
Now we follow James [3, 17.6] to specify a procedure for the construc- 
tion of a 2-tableau T(i) of content (i n) from a sequence / of type 2; for this 
we start with the empty diagram [2] and fill it by traversing /=  (il, ..., in) 
from left to right as follows: if ip is good, put p as far left in the ioth row 
of T(i) as possible; otherwise, put p as far right in the ifih row of T(i) as 
possible. 
The construction process is designed so that the positions of the p th 
good t and the pth good t+ 1 are next to each other in the pth column 
of T(i). Hence, i f /e  s(2 #, 2) then T(/) is 2#-standard; i.e., the entries in T(/) 
lying inside of [2 #] increase along rows and down columns. 
The construction gives a one-to-one correspondence b tween the orbit 
containing / and the set of 2-tabloids (of content (ln)), while the latter 
corresponds one-to-one with the right cosets of the canonical Young sub- 
group S~ = S{1,...,~1} x S{~1+1,...,~1+~2} x -.. of Sn. Indeed, / corresponds to 
the tabloid containing T(/); i.e., the tabloid has p in its tth row if ip = t 
(cf. [3, 17.8]). 
We obtain from T(/) a 2-tableau Ta(/) of content e, c~ any (improper) 
partition of n, by replacing the numbers 1 ..... et in T(/) by l's, the numbers 
a t+ l  ..... et+e2 by 2's, and so on. Thus T(_/)=T(1,)(/). We call T~(/) 
2#-standard, if the entries are non-decreasing along the rows and strictly 
increasing down the columns of T~(/). For instance, if 2 = (3, 2), /= 21211 
and c~ = (2, 2, 1), we obtain the (3, 1)-standard tableaux 
2 4 5 1 2 3 
T(/)=3 1 and T~(/)=2 1 
Now let the canonical Young subgroup S~ = S{1 ...... 1} x S{al + 1 ..... 1 + ~2} x ' ' '  
act on the set of sequences of type 2 by right multiplication. Hence for 
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all / and j of type 2, / and j belong to the same S~-orbit if and only if 
(il ..... i~0-differs from (Jl, ...,J~) only by a permutation in S(1 ...... 1) and 
(i~1+~, ..., i~+~) differs from (j~+~, ...,j~+~) only by a permutation in 
S{cq+l...,et+c~2} andso on. 
So this action divides every sequence i = (il .... , in) of type 2 into sub- 
sequences (il, ..., i,~), (i~+1 .... , i~+~2), and so on. For technical reasons, we 
refer to (il ..... i~) as the first a-block of i, (i,~+1, ..., i~+~ 2) as the second 
a-block of i, and so on. Therefore _/and j belong to the same S~-orbit if and 
only if for all x, the xth a-blocks of / and j are of the same type, i.e., differ 
only by a (place) permutation. 
The S~-orbit {ial a e S~} containing / is denoted by i~. In particular, 
if a= (1 ") then all S~-orbits are singleton: in this case we adopt the 
convention to write i instead of i" = {i}. For instance, if 2 = (3, 2) and 
a= (2, 2, 1) then the orbits are {22111}, {11221}, {12112, 21112}, {11122, 
11212}, and {12121, 12211, 21121, 21211}. 
Note that the orbits of the action of S~ on the set of sequences of type 
2 correspond one-to-one with the 2-tabloids of content a, and thus 
correspond one-to-one with the (S~o, S~)-double cosets of S,. Indeed, /~ 
corresponds to the tabloid of content a containing T~ (/). 
For later use we summarize the crucial fact about T~ (/) in the following: 
LEMMA 1. I f  i is a sequence of type )~, 1 <~ p <~ 2F+ 1 and the p th good t 
and t + 1 are in the same a-block of i, then T~ (i_) is not 2 #-standard. 
Proof Observe that the positions of the p th good t and t + 1 in / are 
next to each other in the p th column of T(/). By passing from T(/) to T~ (/) 
both positions are replaced by the same value x if and only if the pth good 
t and t + 1 belong to the xth e-block. | 
In the following let K denote an arbitrary field. Let M ;~'~ be the K-space 
whose basis elements are the various S~-orbits/~, / a sequence of type 2. In 
particular, M ~'(1") is, by convention, the K-space generated by all sequences 
of type 2 and is thus a cyclic right KSn-module [-4, 7.1.1]. 
We finally introduce subspaces of M x'~, which turn out to be e-weight 
spaces of certain polynomial representations of the general linear group (cf. 
Section 4). For this let T be a 2-tableau of content (1 n) and let C~#(T) be 
the subgroup of the column stabilizer C(T) of T consisting of all permuta- 
tions of C(T) which fix the numbers outside of diagram [2 e ] (cf. I-3, 3.83). 
If _/corresponds to the 2-tabloid containing T, i.e., ip = t if p is in the tth 
row of T, then we put (cf. [3,17.2]) 
2#,2 e r :=/ ~ sgn(o-) a. 
G~C~.#(T) 
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)";" is a 2-polytabloid By convention, e T-a#,~eM ~,(~"). In particular, e T 
I-4, 7.1.2]. Now we consider the K-map M x'(a°) ~/~-. _/~e M ~'~ and put 
er  := Z sgn(a)(ia) ~. 
a~C2#(T) 
For instance, if 2 = (3, 2), 2 # = (3, 1), a = (2, 13), and 
1 3 5 
T= 
2 4 ' 
z)o= 12121 - then /= 12121 corresponds to the tabloid containing T and e r 
21121 - 12211 + 21211, e r-~'~'~ = 12121 ~-  21121 ~-  12211 ~ + 21211 ~ = 0, 
~')°'~ = 12121 ~ - 21121 ~ = 0. -z~'x 12121-21121, er C T = 
~.#, ~,,~ Now let S ~'~'~ be the subspace of M z~ spanned by e r as T varies 
through the set of all 2-tableaux. We adopt the convention that S °'°'~ is the 
zero space. In particular, S az'(l") is the Specht module for 2 and 
MZ~=S °'~'~. More generally, S z#'z(a°) is the right KS,-module S z~'~ in 
[-3, 17.4] and S z~'~'~ is the K-space in [3, 26.2]. 
3. STANDARD ORBITS 
In this section we provide basic properties of so-called standard orbits. 
For this, let (2 #, 2) be a pair of partitions for n and a any (improper) 
partition of n. 
DEFINITION 1. Let / be a sequence of type 2. We call the orbit / ~ 2 #- 
standard, if there exists a sequence _j in /~ such that T~(_j) is 2#-standard. 
A sequence j in/~ is called a-antitone, if the entries in each a-block of j are 
in decreasing order, s~(2 #, 2) denotes the set of all a-antitone sequences in 
s(2 #, 2). 
Clearly every/~ contains a unique a-antitone sequence. 
EXAMPLE 1. If 2=(3 ,2 )  and a=(2 ,2 ,  1), then the orbits 11221 ~, 
11212 ~, 21112 ~, and 21211 ~ are (3, 1)-standard. Moreover, s~((3, 1), 2) is 
the union of s~(2, 2 )= {11221, 11212} and {21112, 21211}. 
Lt~MMA 2. I f  j ~ s~ ( 2 #, 2), then j ~ is contained in s(2 #, 2). 
Proof. If / j , then _j can be obtained from / by exchanging adjacent 
entries a and b in some a-block o f /wh ich  are not in decreasing order, i.e., 
a < b. If a + 1 < b, then a and b remain good or bad after exchanging them. 
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TABLE II 
Exchanging t and t + 1 in 
Before exchange After exchange 
t t+ l  t+ l  t 
Good Good Good/bad Good 
Bad Good Good Bad 
Bad Bad Bad Bad 
Good Bad Impossible 
Otherwise Table II shows how the quality of a = t and b = t + 1 is affected 
by the exchange; the last combination is by definition impossible. Hence 
the number of good (t + 1)'s may eventually decrease after exchanging a = t 
and b=t+ 1. Therefore j~s~(2 #, 2) implies/~s(2 #, 2). | 
Example 1 shows that s((3, 1), 2) consists of all (3, 1)-standard S~-orbits, 
but s(2, 2) consists of all 2-standard Scorbits and 12121, 12112. 
LEMMA 3. I f  i is a sequence of type 2 so that T~ (i_) is )~ #-standard, then 
i~s(2 #, 2). 
Proof  Suppose/¢s(2 #, 2). Then there exists a minimal t>~ 1 such that 
the number, say x, of good t's in / is less than 2~. Clearly t > 1 and 
2~_ l~>2f>x.  Let (Tt,1,..., Tt, x,..., Tt, C .... ,Tt,~,) be the t-row of T(i). 
Then by construction of T(/), T~,I< .. .<T~,~ and T~,x+l>- . .>  
Tt, C > .-. > T~,~t. Clearly Tt, x and Tt, x+ 1 are the positions of the last good 
and last bad t in/,  respectively. We consider two cases: 
If T,,~< T,,x+l, then there are only x good ( t -  1)'s in _i before position 
Tt, x+ 1. Thus the (x+ 1)th good t -1  is at a position > Tt, x+l and hence 
by construction of T~(i), the entry at position ( t ,x+ 1) in T~(i) is not 
greater than that at position ( t - l , x+ l ) .  Since 2~_a>X, T~(i) is not 
)~#-standard. A contradiction. 
Let Tt, x> Tt,~+l. Since T~(i) is 2#-standard, the entries Tt.~, Tt,~+ 1 .... , 
Tt,~# in the tth row of T(i) must be replaced by the same number when 
passing to T~(/). Thus the xth good t and the last (2, e -x )  bad t's in / are 
in the same 0~-block. Hence the xth good t - 1 in / must be located between 
the positions T,,x+ a and T~,~ and therefore belongs to the same ~-block as 
the xth good t. Hence Lemma 1 yields a contradiction. |
The converse of the lemma is false, since in view of Example 1, 
i=12121~ s(2, 2) but T~(i) is not even (3, 1)-standard. However, a 
converse xists for s~(2 #, 2). 
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LEMMA 4. I f  j~s~()~ #, 2), then Ts(j_) is )~#-standard. 
Proof If_j~s~(2 #, 2) then_j'~ s(2 #, 2) and hence T(_j) is 2#-standard. 
Thus all entries in T~ (j) located inside of [2 #]  are non-decreasing along 
rows and down columns. Since j is a-antitone, the p th good t is contained 
in some a-block prior to the a-t31ock containing the p th good t + 1. Hence 
all entries of T~(j) lying inside of [2 # ] strictly increase down columns. 
Therefore Ts (j) is 2 #-standard. | 
LEMMA 5. Let i be a sequence of type 2. I f  i ~ is 2#-standard and j_ is the 
a-antitone sequence in i s, then T~ (J_') is 2 #-standard. 
Proof Let / be 2#-standard. Then there exists k~/S whose tableau 
Ts(_k) is ,~#-standard. 
We claim that for each t ~> 1 and p e { 1, ..., 2 1 } the pth good component 
t lies in the xth block of j provided that the pth good component  lies in 
the xth block of k. Then it will follow that Ts(__') is 2#-standard. 
Indeed, the claim is valid for t = 1. Now let t > 1. The proof of Lemma 2 
shows that the number of good components may decrease if we pass from 
_k to the a-antitone j. More concretely, a decrease is only possible if the pth 
good t -1  and the pth good t lie in the same a-block (el. Table II). But 
T~(_k) is 2#-standard and so Lemma 1 shows that this situation cannot 
occur for pc  {1, ..., )~t~ }. Hence the claim is proved. | 
The assertion shown in the proof of the lemma yields the following: 
COROLLARY l. I f  i s is ).#-standard and k, ] are sequences in i s such that 
T~(_k) and Ts(l) are 2#-standard, then Ts(k_) and Ts(l_) coincide inside of 
diagram [ 2 # ]. 
THEOREM 1. There is a one-to-one correspondence b tween s~(2 #, 2) and 
the )~ #-standard orbits of the action of S= on the sequences of type )~ given 
byj j 
Proof. The map is well-defined by Lemma 4. Clearly the map is one-to- 
one but also onto. Indeed, if i~ is 2#-standard and _j is the a-antitone 
in i s, then T~(j) is 2#-standard by Lemma5. Hence _j'Es~(2#,2) by 
Lemma 3. | 
We next recall the definition of James' add and raising operators 
[3, 15.10] in order to prove an identity on standard orbits. 
DEFINITION 2. Let ()~#, ~) be a pair of partitions for n such that/~# ¢ 2. 
Assume that 2t ~ <Zt and 2f_1 =2t_1 for some t> 1. 
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1. If 2L1 > 2t #, then (2#At, 4) is the pair of partitions for n obtained 
from (2#,2) by changing 2ff to 2 f f+ l .  If 2~_1=2ff,  then put 
(2#At, 2) = (0, 0). 
2. (2 #, 2Rt) is the pair of partitions for n obtained from (2 #, 4) by 
changing 2t to 2ff and 2t 1 to 2 , _1+2t -2 f f .  
While [2, Rt] is obtained from [-4] by raising all nodes lying outside of 
[-2 # ] in the tth row of [4] to the end of row t - l ,  [2#At] is obtained 
from [-2 # ] by adding one node (if possible) to the tth row of [-4#]. The 
following identity was proved for the special case e = (1 ") in [3, 15.14]. 
THEOREM 2. Let (2 #, 2) be a pair of partitions for n as in Definition 2: 
Is,(2 #, 2)1 = ]G(2#A,  4)[ + ]G(2 #, 2R,)[. (1) 
Proof Note that every jes (2  #, 2)\s(2#At,  2) contains 2ff good and 
2~-2f f  bad t's. Therefore, if all bad t's in j are changed to ( t -1) 's ,  we 
obtain a sequence F(j) of type 2R,  But all t's in F(j) remain good. Hence 
we obtain a map [-3, 15.14]: 
F: s(2 #, 2) \s(2 #At, 4) --* s(2 #, 2R,). 
But if j in s(2 #, 2)\s(2#At,  4) is e-antitone, then the good t's in any 
a-block of j  always precede the bad ones. Because the latter are changed to 
( t -1 ) ' s  when we pass to F(j), we conclude that F(j) is e-antitone, too. 
Furthermore, F has an inverse mapping F -~ given as follows [3, 15.14]: 
If_jes(2 #, 2Rt) then replace every t -  1 and t in j  by a left- and fight-hand 
bracket, respectively. Since all t's in j are good, the expression obtained 
from j looks as follows: 
Po(P l (P2( ' " (Ps ( ' " (P~,  (2) 
where Po ..... pr are closed parenthesis ubsequences. If we reverse the first 
s := 2t -  2ff left-hand brackets in (2), which become unpaired right-hand 
brackets, we obtain 
Po) Pl) Pz) '' " ) P~( ' ' '  (Pr. (3) 
If in the last expression the left- and right-hand brackets are replaced 
by t -1  and t, respectively, we obtain F - I ( j ) .  Thus, if j eG(2  #, 2Rt) 
then F - l ( j )  E s(2 #, 2) \s(2 #At, 2). Moreover, -since P0 ..... Pr are closed 
parenthesis subsequences in (3), it is easily checked that F - I ( j )  is 
e-antitone, too. Hence we have shown that F yields a bijection from 
G(2 #, 2) \G(2#At ,  4) onto G(2 #, 2Rt) and the proof is complete. I 
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EXAMPLE 2. I f  a and 2 are given as in Example 1 and 4 # = (3, 1), then 
s~(2#A2, 2)= s~(2, 4) ands~(2 #, 2R2)= s~((4, 1), (4, 1))= {11112, 11211}. 
The bijections F and F -1 do not preserve S~-orbits as shown in the 
following: 
EXAMPLE 3. Let2=(2,  3), 4 # = (2, 2), anda=(1, 3, 1). Then (2#A2, 2) 
= (0, 0). I f  j_= 12212 andk= 12122, then ke j  ~ and kes(2 #, 2)\s(2#A2, 4) 
but F(k) = 12121CF(j)~= 12112 ~. Conversely, if l_= 11212, then leF(j') ~ 
and l_ e s(2 #, 2R2)= s((3, 2), (3, 2)) but F-l(l_ )= 21212 ¢j ~. 
However, F preserves part of an S~-orbit as shown in the following: 
LEMMA 6. Under the hypothesis of Definition2, let jes~(2~,2) .  I f  
ke j  ~ such that kes(2#,2)\s(2#At,  2) and T~(_k) is 2¢&standard, then 
F(k_) ~ F( j )  ~. 
Proof By Lemma 2, j~s(2 #, 2)\s(2#A,, 4). Hence j and _k both con- 
tain 2ff good and 2t -2~ bad t's. Since T~(_k) is 2#-standard, the proof of 
Lemma 5 shows that the good t's are located in the xth a-blocks o f j  and 
k with the same multiplicity, for all x. Consequently the same assertion 
holds for the 2 t -2 f f  bad t's, since j and _k belong to the same S~-orbit. 
Hence, by definition of F, F(_k)e F(_j) ~. | 
A similar assertion fails for F -  1. Indeed, if _/is given as in Example 3.2, 
then_j= 12112eU is a-antitone. While T~(l_) is (3, 2)-standard, F - l ( / )=  
21212 (E F - t ( j )  ~ = 12212 ~. 
4. BASIS THEOREM FOR S "~#';~'~ 
We now provide a basis for the spaces S z#'x'~ defined in Section 2. We 
illustrate at the end of this section that these spaces are weight spaces of 
polynomial representations of the general inear group. In the following let 
(2 #, 4) be a pair of partitions for n, a any (improper) partition of n and K 
an arbitrary field. 
LEMMA 7. The set 
{ .z#,,~,~, (2 #, 2)} (4) eru ) Ij_es~ 
is linearly independent. 
In order to prove the lemma, we introduce a total order on the orbits of 
the action of S~ on the sequences of type 4. 
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DEFINITION 3. _U <j= if and only if for the minimal x so that the xth 
e-blocks of / and j have different ype (cf. Section 2) and for some p: 
1. when p '< p, the multiplicity of p' in the x th a-block of / equals 
that of p' in the xth e-block of j; 
2. the multiplicity of p in the xth a-block of _/is less than that of p 
in the xth e-block of j. 
For instance, if 2 = (3, 2) and e = (2, 2, 1) then 11212 ~ > 11221 = > 21112 ~ > 
2121V > 22111 ~. 
Proof  o f  Lemma 7. Let j E s= (2 #, 2) and T := T(j). For any a e C;o# (T), 
a ¢ 1, we claim that j= > (ja) =. Indeed, each o- e C;# (T) only permutes pth 
good elements of j, since the positions of the pth good t -  1 and the pth 
good t in_j' are next to each other in the pth column of T. Hence, if a¢  1 
then there exists x ~> 1 such that the xth a-blocks o f j  and ja  have different 
type, since j is e-antitone and thus the p th good elements permuted by 
C;# (T) belong to pairwise different a-blocks ofj.  If we choose x minimal, 
it readily follows that j=> ( ja) ~ and the claim is proved• 
We have shown thai j~ is the <-greatest orbit involved in ~#'~'= Since e T 
the <-greatest orbits involved in the elements of (4) are pairwise different, 
it plainly follows that (4) is linearly independent (cf. [-3, 8.2] for an implicit 
proof). | 
Let ee {0, ..., 2a+1} for some ~/> 1. We define an (improper) partition/~ 
of n depending on 2, ~, and e as follows: 
#= (21 . . . .  , 26- -1 ,  26+26+1 - -g ,  g, 2,5+2,-- - ) ,  
The K-map 
• • # (ln) ~a, .M'~,(l~)~!~-+~je M , , 
sending / to the sum of all sequences j of type # obtained from i by 
changing all but e entries (6 + 1) to 5, is a KSn-homomorphism [3, 17.10]. 
For instance, if 2 = (3 2, 2) and 6 = e = 1 then # = (5, 1, 2) and 
gq,1 (12121323) = 11111323 + 11121313 + 12111313. 
If (2 #,2)  is a pair of partitions for n as in Definition2, then by 
[3, 17.13]: 
S )'#'~'(ln) (") ker 7* t_ ,,~.t# = S ~#A.x,(l") 
and 
~Jt-- l,2 t# *,~'/~R#'A'(ln)~] = S "g~'2Rt'(ln). (5)  
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Now we define the K-map ~v~,~: MZ, ~ ~M~,  ~ so that 
:= Z_/', 
where the sum is taken over all j involved in ~, , ( / ) .  ~ , ,  is well-defined. 
Indeed, if _k ~/~, then for all x, the xth ~-blocks of i and k have the same 
type, i.e., differ only by a place permutation, and hence ~g~,~ ( / ' )=  ~, ,  (_kS). 
In view of the above example, if ~=(4,  14) then ~,a(12121323~)= 
11111323 ~+ 2. 11121313L 
Now we conclude from (5) that 
S ~¢'~'~ n ker gt~_ l'x' # _ Sx*A,,x,~ and gt~_ l'2t ~ ($2#, 2, ~) = S 2#, ).Rt, c~ 
(6) 
We now prove the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3. Let (2 #, 2) be a pair of partitions for n and c~ any 
z~'~'~ I j~s~(2#,2)} is a K-basis of (improper) partition of n. The set ter(j) _
S ~'~'~. Furthermore, the dimension of S ~#'~'~ is the number of 2#-standard 
S~-orbits. 
Proof We use an induction argument based on the add- and raising 
operators. For every pair (2 #, Z) of partitions for n there exists a pair (0, v) 
of partitions from which we reach (2 #, 2) by applying a sequence of At and 
Rt operators (cf. [-3, 15.12]). The assertion is clear for S o .... =M v'~. By 
induction and Theorem 1 we assume that dimK S ~#'~'~ = [s~(2 #, 2)1. Thus if 
(2 # , 2) is given as in Definition 2, then 
[s~(2 #, 2)] = dimx S ~#'~'~ 
/> dimK S ~A''~'~ +dimK S ~'~'R''~ by (6) 
>~ [s=()~#At, 2)1 + Is=(2 #, 2Rt)[ by Lemma 7 
= Is=(,~ #, 2)1 by Theorem 2. 
Hence dimKS x#A"z~ = Is~(2#At, 2)1 and dimKS x~'xR''~= Is=(2 #, 2R,)]. 
Now the result follows from Theorem 1. | 
In particular, the dimension of S )''x'(a"), the Specht module associated 
with Z, is the number of standard 2-tableaux, since the construction of 
tableau T(i) from / of type 2 (cf. Section 2) provides a one-to-one corre- 
spondence between s(2, 2)= s(1,)(2, 2) and the set of standard 2-tableaux. 
The proof of Theorem 3 and (6) show the following: 
COROLLARY 2. Under the hypothesis of Definition 2, Sae'x'~/S )°#A'';~'~- 
S ~#'~1~''~ as K-spaces. 
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Theorem 3 provides a basis for the KGLm-module 
~K~, ~ := @ S x#';°'=, 
where the sum is taken over all (improper) partitions e = (el, e2 .... ) of n 
so that ek=0 for all k>m (cf. I-3, 26.3] for details). ~z~'~" induces a poly- 
nomial representation f the general linear group; in particular, this can be 
seen in [-2, 4.5] for the module W za, which turns out to be isomorphic to 
the KGLm-module D)., K in 1-2, 4.8]. Moreover, S ~#'~'~ is the ~-weight space 
of ~#' ; "  [-3, 3.2]. It should be noted that ~¢r~,~ is called a Weyl module in 
[-3, 26.4] and the contravariant dual of a Weyl module in [-2, 4.5a]. 
5. MINIMUM DISTANCE OF S 2#'2'c~ 
We now state an assertion on the minimum distance of weight spaces 
Sx~')"L However, in order to obtain reasonable codes we are only inter- 
ested in those codes S ~#'x'~ that have minimum distance not less than that 
of the KSn-modules Sx#'~''(1"7. 
Note that we consider S a~')''~ as linear code in MaL In particular, we 
measure the Hamming weight of a codeword or the minimum distance of 
S x~'z'~ w.r.t, the basis of M z~ consisting of all S~-orbits of sequences of 
type 2. Hence the blocklength of S ;°~'~'~ equals the dimension of M;"L 
THEOREM 4. Suppose the weight space S ~'~'~ has minimum distance 
Iqs>l s ;s. For every pair (2 #, 2) of partitions, the weight space S x#'z~ has 
minimum distance I~s> l s;'s. 
For the proof, we argue by induction on sequences of A t and R t 
operators. 
The theorem is valid for the KS,-modules S x#'z(l"/ since the Specht 
module associated with partition 2 has minimum distance I ls  sX' as shown 
in 1,9]. However, it also holds for the weight spaces satisfying the 
hypothesis of Theorem 5. 
6. ON A NEW CLASS OF BINARY MAJORITY-LoGIC 
DECODABLE CODES 
In this section we show that a subclass of the weight spaces studied 
provides a new class of completely majority-logic decodable linear codes. 
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For this, we write M~ ~ and oK¢~*';'~ if we wish to draw attention to the 
underlying field K. In the following we require the K-bilinear form on M~ ~ 
given by 
- otherwise. 
For brevity, we write S ~ for the Specht module instead of S ~'~'(1") and e~ 
instead of e~ z(l"). 
It appears that the most striking codes S ~'~'~ are those for which 2 is 
either a partition into two non-zero parts or a hook partition [ 1]. For this, 
let 2 denote either a partition into two non-zero parts, i.e., 2 = (21, n -  21), 
or a hook partition 2 = (21, 1" 41). In either case we fix a sequence _u of 
type2: in the first case we put _u=1- . .12 . . .2  and in the second, 
u = 1 ... 12345. . .n -  21 + 1. Moreover, we set T := T(_u). We first work 
over the field Q of rational numbers. 
For every a e C(T), the group S~ operates transitively on the set 
{u_azlz@S~} by right multiplication. Suppose this set consists of r(a) 
elements _ua%,l, Ya'ga,2, "", Y0"ra, rQr), where Z¢,l, --., %,r(o') ~ S.~ 1, and assume 
that _ua=_uo-z~,l. If a¢ denotes the number of elements ~S~1 such that 
u az = u_a, then 
_ua z =a~ ~ yaz¢, e 
\ - r  ~ S;~ 1 / ~o=1 
and thus 
) r(,) 
_u- (1/a~) sgn(a)_ua ~ z =_u-  sgn(a) ~ uaz~.~. (7) 
z~S21 ~o= 1 
LEMMA 8. The set P(u), consisting of all elements in (7) as tr varies over 
C(T)\{1}, forms IC (T) l -  1 parity checks orthogonal on u_ (in Massey's 
sense). 
Proof. We first show that for all a, a' ~ C(T): 
a#o- '  implies _uaz#_ua'z' for all z, z'~S~l. (8) 
Indeed, assume that 6 # o-'. Suppose first that 2 is a partition into two 
parts. Then there exists a position p, 21 < p <~n, at which ya has entry 1 
while ua' has entry 2. But then uo-z has entry 1 at position p and _ua'z has 
entry 2 at position p, for all z ~ S~1. Suppose second that ~. is a hook parti- 
tion. Hence C(T)=S{1,;~I+I ...... }. But the entries in y at positions in 
{1, 21+ 1, ...,n} are pairwise distinct and so ua and ua' differ at some 
position in (21 + 1, ..., n}. This completes the proof of Eq. (8). 
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Clearly Eq. (8) implies that every sequence different from u is involved in 
at most one element of P(u). Moreover Eq. (8) shows that u is not involved 
in uo-~,~s~Z, for every a~ C(T)\{1}. Hence _u is involved in every 
element of P(_u). 
Finally, we are left to prove that P(u) is contained in the orthogonal 
space of S~. To this end we consider two cases: 
(a) For each ~C(T),  o-~1, _ua is, in view of Eq.(8), the only 
sequence involved in both ear and ~s~ _uaz. Hence 
_u-sgn(o-) ~ uo-%,e, e 
Q=I 
= (u -- sgn(tr) _ua, _u + sgn(a) ua)  
= 1 - sgn(a) 2= 0. 
(b) Let_jes(), ; t ) , j¢u,  and T' := T(j). Then T' is )~-standard and by 
hypothesis on 2, there are numbers a, b e {1, ..., 21 } which occur in T in the 
first row and in T' in the same column. Hence there are subgroups R of 
Sz~ and C of C(T') such that 
S< = RwR(ab) and C(T') = Cw(ab) C. 
Thus we have 
\o-~ (~ / 
(9) 
Since ( , ) ,  defined on M ~''(1"), is S,-invariant [4, 7.1.6], we obtain 
r(o) / 
u--sgn(a) Z _uo--ro,~, e~-, 
0=1 
"c ~ 5"21 o"~ 
O't " /  = u ~ sgn(a') ,d by (91, 
,7' ~ C(T ' )  
<) ) sgn(o-') , j
= <_u, 4 ,> =o.  
582a/67/1-2 
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The last equality holds since j < u and by proof of Lemma 7, / ~<j for all 
/ involved in er,. ~ - 
Now we conclude from Theorem 3 that P(u) is contained in the orthogonal 
space of S~ and the proof is complete. | 
The method used to prove Lemma 8 is not applicable to arbitrary parti- 
tions. To see this let 2= (33, 2), _u= 11122233344 and T= T(_u). We may 
now define P(u) w.r.t, an arbitrary subgroup R of S~, the row stabilizer of 
T, as we did in Lemma 8 for R = S~1. But it is easily checked that there is 
no subgroup R of Sx such that P(_u) is orthogonal on u and for any further 
standard 2-tableau T', (Z~_~ T) (Z~ c~r') sgn(cr)o-) = 0 [-cf. Eq. (9)]. 
Moreover, the argument on the tableaux used in part (b) of the proof is 
not applicable to arbitrary weight spaces S z#'~'(l"). To see this we consider 
2 = (3, 2), 2 # = (3, 1), and T' := T(21112). Indeed, P(11122), formed as in 
(7) but with C(T) replaced by C;~ (T), only consists of 11122 + 21112 + 
12112+ 11212, but the latter has non-zero inner product with the basis 
element 21112 - 22111 of S ;~#'~' °°) corresponding to 21112 by Theorem 3. 
LEMMA 9. Let K be a finite fieM of characteristic p. I f  2 is a partition 
into two non-zero parts or a hook partition, then S~ is completely majority- 
logic deeodable. In particular, the minimum distance of S~ is 2 n-~l if 
2= (21 ,n -21)  and (n -21+ 1)! i f2= (21, 1"-<). 
Proof Let _u, T, and P(_u) be given as above. The non-zero coefficients 
of the sequences involved in a parity check for _u are + 1 or - 1. Since this 
is also true for the basis elements of S~ (cf. Theorem 3), we conclude from 
Lemma 8 that P(_u) is contained in the orthogonal space of S ~ when the GF(p) 
coefficients are reduced modulo p. 
Now if j is an arbitrary sequence of type 2, then j = u~r for some rc s S,. 
But the orthogonal space of S z is a right KSn-module. Thus by multiplying 
the parity checks for u with rc on the right we obtain a set P(_j) of parity 
checks orthogonal on j. Since the coefficient of any sequence involved in a 
parity check for j belongs to the prime field, the same assertion holds for 
every extension/£. Hence we conclude that the minimum distance of S~x is 
has Hamming weight at least [C(T)I [7, 13.7.16]. On the other hand, er  
I C(T) I. Now the result follows. | 
EXAMPLE 4. If 2 = (3, 2) then S x is a (10, 5, 4)-code by Theorem 3 and 
Lemma9. While P(11122) contains, by Lemma 8, the following parity 
checks: 11122 - 22111 - 21211 - 12211, 11122 + 21112 + 12112 + 11212, 
11122 + 21121 + 12121 + 11221, P(11212) consists of 11212-  22111 - 
21121-12121, 11212+21112+ 12112+ 11122 and 11212+21211 + 12211 + 
11221. 
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Our aim is now to extend Lemma9 to S ~'~'~. In order to obtain 
reasonable codes, we are only interested in those e's for which the mini- 
mum distance of S ~'~'~ is not less than that of S x. The next lemma 
illustrates uch a good choice of e. For this, we recall that 2 denotes either 
a partition into two non-zero parts or a hook partition. 
LEMMA 10. I f  e = (el, i n- ~1) is a partition of n such that el ~ 2a, then 
2 2,2,c~ e r(j) and e r(j) have the same Hamming weight for every !" ~ s~ (2, 2). 
Proof. Let T' := T(j). It suffices to show that (jo-)~= (jzc) ~ implies 
a=rr  for all ~r, Tr~C(T'). Indeed, the assertion is trivial if 2 is a hook 
partition, since (jo-) ~= (_jrc) ~ implies that ja and jzr coincide at all positions 
in {cq+ 1 ..... n}. Now let 2 be a partition into two nonzero parts. It is 
sufficient to prove the foregoing assertion for the commuting (column) 
transpositions generating C(T'). For this, let o-= (6, 6') and ~ = (e, e') such 
that 6 < 6' and e < e'. Since every element of C(T') only permutes pth good 
elements of j and the first e-block of j only contains l's, j~ =j ,  = 1, 
j~, =j~, = 2, 6' > el, and e '> cq. But if (jo-) ~ = (_j~r)~, then_j~r and _jzc coincide 
at all positions in {e, + 1, ..., n}. Hence 6' = 5' and since cr and 7r commute, 
~=e.  I 
The lemma fails if jCs~(2, 2) as the last example in Section 2 shows. 
Moreover, the lemma fails if 2 is a partition into two non-zero parts and 
e is a partition so that el ~< 21 and e2 > 1. To see this, it is sufficient o con- 
sider_j e s~ (2, 2) whose second e-block contains at least two entries 2. Then 
there are two sequences involved in the basis element of S ~ corresponding 
to j by Theorem 3, which differ in the first and second e-block but belong 
to the same S~-orbit. 
We want to apply Lemma 8 to form parity checks for ~az~ But we can- 
~ K  " 
not hope to find them by simply applying the map /~-~/~ to the parity 
checks for S~:, since several sequences involved in one parity check may 
belong to the same S~-orbit. For this, we make the following: 
DEFINITION 4. Let j be a sequence of type 2 and K a field of charac- 
teristic 2. P~(j) is obtained from the set P(j) of parity checks for S~ 
orthogonal on j as follows: replace in every parity check for j all occuring 
sequences k, _/, .... which belong to the same S~-orbit, by the common 
S~-orbit _k s. 
P, ( j )  is well-defined, since K has characteristic 2, and is contained 
g~ in M x . 
EXAMPLE 5. If 2= (3,2) and e= (2, 13), then in view of Example4, 
P~(11122) consists of 11122~-22111"-21211 ", 1122~+21112"+ 11212 ", 
and 11122"+21121"+ 11221". 
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We show that for certain a’s, P,(j) forms a set of parity checks 
orthogonal on ja, for every Jo $,(A, A).-However, in order to prove that 
S$‘,’ is compleiely majority-logic decodable, we must either have for each 
coordinate a set of parity checks orthogonal on it or transform our 
standard basis of Si,A,a into a suitable basis such that every codeword is 
uniquely determined by those coordinates for which parity checks are 
available. For simplicity reasons we choose the latter alternative. For this, 
let s,(A, A) = (u(r), . . . . gcrn)> such that u(r) > ... > _u@). If we put T, := 
T( z&‘)) then - 2 
is a generator matrix of S’,‘,’ by Theorem 3. The proof of Lemma 7 shows 
that G is of the form (A 1 Q), where A is an m by m upper triangular 
matrix. Since the row space of G is invariant under elementary row opera- 
tions, we obtain from G a systematic generator matrix of S’,‘,‘: 
(10) 
where I is the m by m identity matrix. Hence (_u’“‘)” is involved in _cCu) if 
and only if x = y. Note that we can choose G’ such that e$:’ = _c(“‘). Now 
we prove the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 5. Let K be a finite field of characteristic 2. Let 1 be a parti- 
tionofnsuchthateitherI=(~1,n-~,)orjl=(~,,1”-~1)andlet_ubegiven 
as in the beginning of this section. 
Suppose a is an (improper) partition of n such that S, is contained in S,, 
and for each j E s, (A, A) the following holds: 
(i) jE is singleton, 
(ii) there exists 71 E S, so that j = _UZ and 71 is in the normalizer of S,, 
(iii) e&, and e$sr have the same Hamming weight. 
Then S 2’3, is completely majority-logic decodable and its minimum distance 
is given as in Lemma 9. 
Of course, the conditions in the theorem hold if CI= (a,, l+E1) and 
1 G CI~ < A,. In fact, S, equals S,, , if viewed as subgroups of S,, and S,, is 
contained in Sn,. Moreover, ja is singleton for each jE s,(A, A) since the 
first a-block of j only contain-1’s. For the same reason we can choose rc in 
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_j= _uzc so that zc e S{~1+ 1 ...... }. Hence, S~ = ~S~. Finally, condition (iii) 
follows from Lemma 10. 
Proof of Theorem 5. Let T correspond to u as in the beginning of this 
section. Hence _u = u (1~ and T= T1. We put d := [C(T)]. 
We first show that P~(j) forms d -1  parity checks orthogonal on j~. 
Indeed, j ~ is involved in every element of P~ (j). Furthermore, if j = _u~ for 
some ~z e Sn, then, by the proof of Lemma 9, the parity checks for j are 
obtained from the parity checks for u by multiplication with ~. But S~ is 
contained in S;~ 1 and, by condition (ii), we can choose rc so that S~zc = ~S,. 
So we conclude from (8) and condition (i) that sequences different from j 
and involved in different parity checks for j belong to different S~-orbits. 
Hence, every S~-orbit different from j~ is involved in at most one element 
of P~ (j). 
Next we must show that P~(j) is contained in the orthogonal space of 
- 2 vx'~'~ For this, let ies~(2, 2) and T' := T(i). Thus, if k is involved in er, 
~K " - 
and in a parity check P for j, then _k ~ is involved in e r,;~';''~, by condition (iii), 
and in the element of P~ (j) corresponding to P, by Definition 4. However, 
if different sequences _k, _/ ..... involved in P belong to the same S~-orbit, 
then, by conditions (i) and (iii), at most one of them can be involved in a CT,. 
and P is zero, by But K has characteristic 2 and the inner product of er, 
x';~'~ and the element of P~(j) corre- Lemma 9. So the inner product of er, 
sponding to P by Definition 4 must be zero, too. Hence we conclude from 
Theorem 3 that P~ (j) is contained in the orthogonal space of ~-~'~ There- 
~ K  " 
fore we have shown that P~(j) forms d -1  parity checks orthogonal 
on j~. 
~,z~ Thus Suppose ~m~=l k~c(~,_ k~K,  is a non-zero codeword of o K . 
k~ ¢ 0 for some x and hence _u (~/is involved in the codeword. But P~(u (~) 
forms a set of d -1  parity checks orthogonal on (_u(X~) . Hence the 
Hamming weight of the given codeword is at least d [-7, 13.7.16]. On the 
other hand, the codeword in the last row of G' has Hamming weight d by 
condition (iii). Therefore the minimum distance of ~"~"~ is d. 
~K 
Finally we show that ~;°'a'~ is completely majority-logic decodable. 
~K 
Indeed, according to our basis for ~x'z'~ in (10), every codeword is 
~ K  
uniquely determined by the coefficients on the coordinates (_u(~)) ~, ..., 
(_u(m))t But we have shown that the coefficient of every (_u(~) ~ can be 
correctly estimated by a clear majority vote provided that [_(d-1)/2]  or 
fewer errors have occurred. Hence the same holds for every codeword of 
S K . Now the proof is complete. | 
Note that conditions (i) to (iii) posed in Theorem 5 cannot be deduced 
from S~c_S~I. ndeed, if 2=(4 ,2)  and c~=(22, 12), then 112121 ~ is not 
singleton and the basis elements e~ T(j~ = 112211 --211211 122111 + 221111 
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and e~'~'~T(j) = 112211~ -- 2. 212111 + 221111 ~ corresponding to j=  112211 by 
Theorem 3 have different Hamming weight. 
The class of codes established by Theorem 5 is not as broad as it first 
might appear. This is shown in the following: 
LEMMA 11. Let K be a finite f ield of  characteristic2 and let 
)],=(2a, n -21)  and c~=(cq,1 ~-~) be partitions so that 21~>al and 
a1+21~>n. Suppose #=(21+?,n -21)  and f l=(~1+7,1" -~) for  some 
~ O. Then the codes S ~'z'~ and S ~'~'p have the same blocklength, dimension, 
and minimum distance. 
Proof  There is a K-map from M a'~ to M "'p sending /~ to j~ so that j
is obtained from / by putting 7 l's in front of/ .  This map is clearly well- 
defined and one-to-one but also onto. Indeed, the first fl-block of every 
sequence of type # contains at least 7 l's since el ~> n - 21. Removing these 
l's gives a sequence / of type 2 so that/~ e M x'~. Thus M a'~ is isomorphic 
to M "'~. Furthermore, the above map yields a bijection from the set of 
2-standard orbits onto the set of #-standard orbits. Hence, by Theorem 3, 
S z'a'~ is isomorphic to S "' 'a. Now the result follows from Theorem 5. | 
We finally show that some of the weight spaces tudied in this paper are 
related to classical codes. 
LEMMA 12. Let a and r be integers such that r >>, 2 and 0 <<. a <~ r. 
SZ.~.~ 2~-1)_ 1. I f  2 = (r, r -  1) and ~ = ( r -  1, V), then GF(2)is a (2 r -  1, r, 
code and equivalent o a Simplex code. 
2. I f2  = (r, r), 2 # = (r, a), and ~ = (r, V), then S ~#'~'~ F¢2) is equivalent o 
the ( r -  a)th order binary Reed-Mul ler code of  length 2 r. 
Proof  1. Note that there are ( r -~-p)  S~-orbits /~ such that the first 
e-block of / contains exactly p 2's. Hence, S z~'~ has blocklength 2r -  1, 
which is the total number of S~-orbits. Moreover, a sequence belongs to 
s~(2, 2) if and only if its first e-block only consists of l's. Hence, S ;~'~'~ has 
dimension r by Theorem 3. Furthermore, Theorem 5 shows that S ~';~'~ has 
minimum distance 2 r-1. Finally, we claim that S ~'~'~ is a Simplex code 
I-7, 1.9]. Indeed, this is easily checked for r = 2. Now let # = (r + 1, r) and 
f l=(r ,  V+I). Then we may embed s~(2, 2) into s~(#, #) by putting 1 in 
front and 2 at the end of every sequence in s~(2, 2). But sa(#, #) contains 
one further element: 1-- -12. . .21.  Now observe that we can form a 
generator matrix G for S a'~'~ such that under the given embedding, 
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0 ... 0 1 1 ... 1 )  
0 
G " G 
0 
becomes a generator matrix for S " '~  showing that S ~'~'~ is a Simplex code 
[7, 1.9-1. 
2. The (r -a)th-order binary Reed-Muller code of length 2 ~ is a 
(2 ~, (;) + ..- + (,L,), 2")-code [7, 13.3,1. Moreover, if we label the 2 ~ coor- 
dinates by the subsets of R := {1, ..., r}, then the (r -a)th-order binary 
Reed-Muller code has basis B := {biI I t _R,  ]II <<.r-a} such that bz has 
entry 1 at the coordinate labelled by J if and only if I___ aT. 
We first claim that there is a corresponding labelling of the coordinates of 
S ~'~'x'=. Indeed, there is a one-to-one correspondence b tween the S=-orbits 
and the subsets of R given by letting /= correspond with I in such a way 
that / has entry 1 at position (r + s) if and only if s e L Hence, S ~~'~'~ has 
blocklength U. 
We next claim that under the given labelling of coordinates, B forms a 
basis of S ~~'~'=. Indeed, we may apply Theorem 3 in order to choose a basis 
B' for S ~'~'~ according to the series 
S ~#,~.~ ~ SX~'Az, ~,~ ~ . .. ~ S~-.x. ~. 
Hence, B' consists of the basis for S ~''~'~, those basis vectors of S ( . . . .  1),~,~ 
which correspond, by Theorem3, to the elements in s~( ( r , r -1 ) ,2 ) \  
s~(2, 2), and so on. Clearly S ~''~'~ is one-dimensional nd its basis vector 
corresponding to sequence 1 . . .12 . . .2  by Theorem3 is the all-one 
vector b;~. 
Now let a<~b<r and i~s~((r, b), 2)\s~((r, b+ 1), 2). Thus / must have 
( r -b )  2's in its first e-block and b 2's in the remaining blocks. Now 
observe that under the given labelling of coordinates, the basis element in 
B' corresponding to/ ,  by Theorem 3, is the vector b1 such that / has entry 
1 at position ( r+s)  if and only if s eL  In particular, it follows that 
s~((r, b), 2)\s~((r, b+ 1), 2) contains (~) elements. Hence, by Theorem 3, 
S ~°x'~ has dimension (]) + ... + (~). Now the claim is established, and the 
proof is complete. | 
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